This short book meets a real current need. It is hoped that succeeding editions will be forthcoming in as good step with unfolding knowledge, on the same wide front, and with the same mature philosophy and critical sense. A psychoanalyst with the years of experience of Dr. Nunberg who writes a book concerning his field can hardly fail to turn out something of value and interest. With certain qualifications, this expectation is fulfilled here. The author is obviously an acute and thoughtful observer of human behavior. It is probable that the appropriate group of readers to which this book might be addressed is one with a fair acquaintance with psychoanalytic literature, especially the writings of Sigmund Freud. Of such a group, those who are engaged in the complexities of treating mental illness will appreciate the liberal sprinkling of pungent and useful clinical anecdotes and aphorisms. The chapters on "Anxiety" and on "The Processes of Defense" are especially rich in such findings and in themselves constitute interesting summaries of psychoanalytic theories of the topics mentioned.
Even those for whom such parts of the book will be rewarding must prepare themselves for certain hazards. For example, a great burden is put on the reader to recall previous statements of the author which had not been particularly emphasized when first made. The style of writing is highly assertive, even approaching hyperbole at times. Occasionally, the author seems to equate having discussed an idea with having proven it. The tone is almost always dogmatic, including places where legitimate argument is not only possible, but actually being waged elsewhere in the literature. For instance, this reviewer was paradoxically confused by the high degree of confidence with which the author propounded his views on the murky problem of the "actual neuroses." These various tendencies detract from the total value, although the informed reader need not be seriously offended.
The book cannot be recommended to those newly seeking knowledge of psychoanalysis. The literary style cloaking the ideas may, for such readers, be impenetrable and lead either to rejection of the ideas or a spuriously confident acceptance.
The table of contents suggests a much more highly organized book than it is. The index is good and provides access to many of the clinical tidbits. The "Bibliography" appears to be instead a "Selected Reading List," since the body of the book rarely refers to the writings of others in a clearly identifiable way.
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